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Introduction

Methods

Situation Awareness is defined as “a person’s perception of
elements in the environment within a volume and space, the
comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in
1
the near future”.

• A review of the literature was conducted to categorize
interventions used to support situation awareness in healthcare
and to explore the characteristics of these interventions.

The loss of situation awareness (SA) can hamper clinical decisionmaking and timely provision of safe and quality healthcare.
Clinicians have to cope with more complex information, processes
2
and systems under significant time pressure than ever before.
To achieve and maintain situation awareness is a challenge,
therefore, many interventions have been developed to support SA
in clinical settings such as dashboard visualizations for sepsis.3

• A search of the literature was conducted using the terms
“situation(al) awareness” along with “interventions” and
“healthcare” on the PubMed database on 5/15/18.
• Article titles and abstracts were reviewed and categorized for
the level of situation awareness under study and site of care.
The interventions were categorized for the awareness goal the
intervention was intended to support, the intervention target
group and the format of the intervention.

Results
The 140 articles retrieved were categorized by target audience, area of care, format of intervention and behavioral target. Studies
discussing SA for cross disciplinary teams accounted for 40% (n=55), followed by those for single disciplines 35% (n=50), of which
physicians were 24% (N=34) and nurses 10% (n=15), with one article targeting pharmacists. Articles for SA for non clinical areas
made up 25% (n=35) of papers retrieved. Overall, the articles were related to the settings of inpatient care (95, 69%), public health
(21, 15%), ambulatory care (11, 8%), general healthcare (8, 6%), and pre-hospital care (3, 2%).
The articles were related to situation awareness for the following goals; identifying patient risk (52), communications and workflow
(21), provider education and skills (20), improved SA and domain knowledge (19), resource planning (11), disease control (10),
automation (3) and staff wellness (2).
Fourteen articles discussed SA and interventions at the organizational level (9%) and 19 (13%) discussed population-level SA, many
of which involved interventions such as simulations or evacuation planning and surveillance respectively.
Intervention Format
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulation & Training (n=32)
Tech & systems solutions (n=13)
Surveillance interventions (n=13)
Data Visualizations & Displays (n=8)
Protocols incl. Handoffs (n=8)
Frameworks or Models (n=7)
Checklists (n=4)
Huddles (n=4)
Evacuation or mass event plans (n=4)

Fig.1 Interventions for SA – distribution of format for SA goal targets.

Fig. 2. SA articles for each affected target group.

Conclusion
• Situation awareness interventions can take many forms, from
decision support tools in aid of an individual patient, to graphical
interfaces supporting awareness of population risk.
• Findings indicate that studies of SA are currently broadly
dispersed for individuals, teams, organizations and populations.
• Main areas of focus are around patient safety & identifying
patient risk, communication & workflow and training &
education. For area of care, the majority of interventions were
for inpatient settings compared to ambulatory care settings.

The language around situation awareness is still developing. Future
research should include exploring the use of situation awareness
constructs outside of the terms of situation awareness e.g. decision
support.
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